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2018/19 Instructional Program Review

 Program Review Data and Resources

 

Submission Information (REQUIRED)

Name of Lead Writer--Kris Clark

Name of Liaison--Sudhakar Kalagara 

Department Chair--George Ye

Name of Manager/Service Area Supervisor--Leslie Shimazaki/Chris Sullivan

Is this a CTE program?--No

 

Faculty/staff (REQUIRED)

Number of T/TT Faculty --3

Number of Adjunct Faculty--6

Number of sections taught by T/TT Faculty--11

Percent of FTEF taught by T/TT Faculty--50%

Number of Pro-Rata Faculty--0

Number of full-time classified--0

Number of part-time classified--1

Number of hourly (NANCE)--3

Program Mission (REQUIRED)

    a. Enter the program mission. For reference, the 2014-2015 Program Review may contain
your program mission.
 
The Dramatic Arts Program offers a comprehensive lower division curriculum that promotes student learning through training,
mentoring and practical experience. By encouraging leadership and academic excellence we support and prepare students for
success in the transfer process as well as employment within the industry. Faculty and staff collaborate with students to create and
explore art that embraces a multi-cultural experience, fosters community responsibility, and lifelong learning.

 

    b. How does your program mission support the mission of the College?
 
 Mesa College Dramatic Arts Department offers a comprehensive program that promotes student learning and achievement
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 Mesa College Dramatic Arts Department offers a comprehensive program that promotes student learning and achievement
through training, mentoring and practical experience.  The notion of inclusiveness in drama involves more than providing
access; it acknowledges differences, multiple perspectives, multiple truths and identity locations. Drama processes and
products are often multi‐vocal and collaborative endeavours.  Principles of fairness, social justice and respect for individuals
and their contexts underpin the various practices and processes of the dramatic arts in education.  Diversity of participants in
a group enriches all those involved and enables an exchange of ideas, perspectives and stories to fuel the artistic process in
drama; this is highly valued in the world of the arts.    Through rigorous acadamic excellence we promote student learning
and achievement leading to degrees, certificates, transfer, workforce training and lifelong learning.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Program Overview (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Overview Section (See appendix)

 Curriculum (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Curriculum Section (See appendix)

 

Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section (See appendix)

File Attachments:

1. Drama course list assess sched.docx  (See appendix)

2. Outcomes and Assessment (2).pdf  (See appendix)

 

Program Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Analysis Section (See appendix)

File Attachments:

1. Data doc 1.docx  (See appendix)

Program Goals (REQUIRED)
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Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Overview Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program strengths  
Discuss strengths of the program. 
In the last four years, faculty in this department have reassessed our goals and developed 
new directions for the department while maintaining the integrity and excellence that is 
Mesa College Drama.  One of our major strengths is our faculty--contract and adjuncts 
working together to develop new programs and courses as we work to strengthen our 
curriculum and broaden our scope.  We continue to expand program offerings with the 
reactivation of a series of technical theatre classes, a series of performance-based classes, 
the development of courses that will ultimately lead to a degree emphasis in digital video, 
and the development of Musical Theatre performance training classes.  The new curriculum 
supports our mission, while offering a new vision for the department that includes new 
degree and certificate options, and a more linear path to transfer for our students. 
 
We also have had success in facilities and equipment upgrades over the last four 
years.   Minor renovations on C-101 has allowed us to provide a film studio space to support 
the work of the courses in digital video, upgrading B-109 to a state of the art computer lab 
supporting both the digital video program and theatre design classes has had a huge impact 
on the department.  And the influx of new equipment, for the scenery lab, costume lab, 
lighting and sound labs have allowed us to add state of the art tools to our curriculum. 
 
In the past year, the department has continued to delve more deeply into college directives 
as such Equity and Outcomes and we are exploring the opportunities available to us through 
Guided Pathways and the possible implementation of a CTE component.  We are just 
starting to explore cross-disciplinary programs through Guided Pathways, and look forward 
to working with our colleagues across the campus in developing new pathways for students 
studying digital media, performance art, and technical theatre and design.  We continue to 
examine Equity across the department, and believe that equity is successfully woven into 
the fabric of our discipline.  Theatre, by nature, is engaging, accepting, and universal.  
 
Our department is actively engaged in the Outcomes and Assessment process with all 
faculty involved in the process of assessing course learning outcomes across the 
curriculum.  Two of our adjunct faculty participated in the ILO Taskforce on Global 
Consciousness this year and one completed the OA Summer Institute.   
 
We are continually strive to improve our teaching methodologies, course offerings, and 
course sequencing in an effort to increase our student population while at the same time 
offering students a lean, but in depth pathway to completion. 

(REQUIRED) Program challenges  
Discuss challenges to the program. 
Our biggest challenge to the department currently is a "turf war" with City College over our 
new curriculum in creative digital video.  City's RTVF department offers degrees in Video 



Production, but not creative video for the drama.  When we proposed this degree, our 
intention was that the degree focus on the creative aspects of  digital video/film making and 
the integration between digital video and live performance, we never intended the degree to 
offer technical education in video production. Our department put forward 6 courses in 
digital video for the drama, and all 6 courses are being challenged by City College's RTVF 
department.  We are currently in discussions with City, and working within our own 
department to even further tailor the curriculum away from the courses taught in RTVF.  It 
is important to note  while there is overlap in the courses, our faculty have gone through 
the courses and identified where the overlap lies, and according to our evaluation, we are 
under the District's requirements for course differentiation.  Mesa Drama and City Drama 
have a VERY good working relationship, and we would like to establish a more collegial 
relationship with City's RTVF, but they seem to be coming from a perspective of competition 
and fear rather than cooperative alliance.   
 
We continue to struggle with the common issues of online pedagogy.  We are experiencing a 
reduced interest in our online offerings and a reduced rate of completion for our online 
classes.  The collaborative nature of the theatre may be a factor in an online class where 
everyone works independently and there is little inter-action.  We will, as a department, 
continue to discuss and hopefully find solutions to this complicated issue. 
 
We have struggled this past year with new GE offerings, so have put those classes aside for 
the moment.  However, we feel that both Theatre History and Theatre and Social Issues 
(DRAM 109) have potential as GE alternatives for both online and on campus students  and 
we are working to develop in roads to students who may want to delve a bit deeper into the 
subject matter for their general ed requirements. 
 
Another challenge for Dramatic Arts is our facility is 54 year old facility.  We are one of the 
few remaining programs whose space was originally constructed when the college opened in 
1964.  Music and Dramatic Arts are the only two programs to not have had any facility 
improvement in 54 years.  Our facility is an eye-sore and is inadequate for the development 
of a AA degree emphasis in Technical Theatre.  Our stage space is too small for a cast size 
over 12, we have no off stage storage space, no space to fly scenery and no way to each 
rigging, our dressing rooms are inadequate for the size of our casts, we do not have hot 
water for students to clean make-up and shower following a performance.  Our scenery lab 
space is too small for safely building scenery, and we have no space for a welding lab.  The 
costume lab, too, is much too small for the work done out of that lab.  There is not enough 
storage space for the stock scenery and costumes, and the stock is not in a controlled 
environment, the old buildings making the costume and scenery stock susceptible to 
dampness causing mold and the occasional rodent infestation.   
 
We continue to struggle with the ongoing problem of classified staff support for the 
program.  Currently, most of our staff positions are NANCE positions, and we recognize the 
limitations of employment with NANCE employees and would stress to the College and the 
District that our part-time positions be considered for Classified status.  These employees 
are specially trained to support students in the scenery, lighting and sound labs.  The 
turnover expected in a NANCE position is detrimental to the safety and support our students 
need working in these labs.  They should be compensated appropriately for the training 
necessary to fulfill the duties and responsibilities of their positions, and the department 
would be strengthened by employees that were secure in their jobs and dedicated to the 
college. 
 
In addition, our one classified position is part time, and in his role as theatre facilities 
technician this means that he can only support the students on a limited basis.  We need a 



full time theatre technician, as well as part-time scenery lab technicians and lighting and 
sound labs technicians.  We are trying to broaden the scope of our program, and are 
severely hampered by a lack of classified support and the transient nature of NANC 
Employees. 

(REQUIRED) External influences 
Discuss external influences (Collegewide and beyond). 
Our main external influence currently is the roadblock we have encountered in getting new 
curriculum in the area of digital video past City College.  This issue has brought our 
department's growth and development to a standstill.   
 
On a happier note, another external influence is the potential for internships with local 
theatres.  This is something we have been working on for the past year, and are excited 
about the progress.  We have also made major progress in developing a relationship with 
SDUSD Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) faculty, and are excited about continuing to build 
relationships with our high school theatre programs throughout San Diego. 

(REQUIRED) Areas of Focus 
Describe one or more areas that your department is focusing on. You will refer to this 
response in the Program Analysis Section. 
Curriculum and moving the department forward with new degrees and certificates is 
probably our main area of focus.  In the next five years, we would like to see a degree 
emphasis in digital video for the drama, certificates that are related to that degree, and a 
certificate in theatrical design.  All of these degrees and certificates require new curriculum, 
marketing of new courses to students, and program development. 
 
A secondary area of focus is the funding for a new performing arts center which addresses 
the department's challenges with our current facility.  While this project is far beyond the 
scope of the department, we fully support plans being developed by the District for new 
facilities for the performing arts at Mesa. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY.  

Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Describe how the program's industry partners (including advisory 
committee) assist with program improvement including curriculum advice, 
obtaining equipment, providing internships and finding or providing other 
funding (limit 500 characters) (P.N. 1.b.). Please upload Advisory Committee 
minutes from the last year here. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Describe how your program connects to High Schools, Universities 
and Continuing Education, creating career pathways in your field. Include 
articulation, specific projects, collaboration with teachers/professors, etc. (limit 
500 characters) (P.N. 3) 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 



No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Curriculum Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program Name 
Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) What degrees and certificates are offered? 
We offer an AA degree in Dramatic Arts, a Liberal Arts and Sciences degree in Dramatic 
Arts, and a Associate Degree for Transfer.  We also have a Certificate in Performance which 
is available for the first time this year. 

(REQUIRED) How many of each degree and certificate have been earned in the 
past 4 years?  
12 degrees have been awarded in the past 4 years--8 AA degrees and 4 Lib Arts & Sci:  Art 
ST-Drama. 

(REQUIRED) If you have no (or very few) degrees/certificates, what other paths do 
you offer? (for example, GE, transfer) 
Our main path is transfer with students transferring to UC's and CSU's  throughout 
California. 

(REQUIRED) Have you developed any new courses in the past 4 years? Please 
give details. 
6 new courses in creative video for the drama were launched in Spring 2018.  These courses 
were part of a new degree path with a focus on the creative aspects of digital video/film 
making and the integration between digital video and live performance. Currently, all 6 
courses are being challenged by City College's RTVF department.  We are currently in 
discussions with City, and working within our own department to even further tailor the 
curriculum away from the courses taught in RTVF.  It is important to note  while there is 
overlap in the courses, our faculty have gone through the courses and identified where the 
overlap lies, and according to our evaluation, we are under the District's requirements for 
course differentiation.  Mesa Drama and City Drama have a VERY good working relationship, 
and we would like to establish a more collegial relationship with City's RTVF, but they seem 
to be coming from a perspective of competition and fear rather than cooperative alliance.   
 
We have also collaborated with City College Drama in the Development of 4 new courses in 
production that should have approval by the end of Spring 2019.  And, are currently 
working on a two semester sequence for training courses in Musical Theatre. 

(REQUIRED) Have you made other curricular changes? (for example, 
renumbering, sequence change, co-reqs or pre-reqs) 
The only other curricular change would be the activation of a series of 4 design courses, 3 
performance courses, and 3 GE courses.  We activated these courses in an effort to round 
out our curriculum offerings by giving students a broader selection of electives.  In the past, 
departmental elective offerings were very restricted, and we supplemented student choices 
with offerings from other departments.  In an effort to grow and develop our programs, we 
eliminated this practice 5 years ago, and have developed a 2 year sequence of courses that 
are departmental offerings. 



The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY. 

Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) List any licensure and/or accreditation associated with your 
program. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Indicate the program TOP codes for your AA, AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find TOP Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Indicate the SOC codes and title associated with your program’s AA, 
AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find SOC Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) Select the sector associated with your program.  
Link to sectors list: In process of being developed 

 No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) We are halfway through our 6-year cycle. Is your 
department/program on target to complete CLO assessment by Spring 2022? 
Please attach your schedule for CLO assessment, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 
We are on schedule and should be able to complete assessment of offered courses by 
Spring of 2022.  There are some classes which we don’t regularly offer, and others which 
have been cancelled due to low enrollment. 

(REQUIRED) Please list your PLOs. 
1. Analyze and articulate the ideas and questions posited by the experience and study of 
theatre and film.  
2. Students expand their knowledge of the world and society through the engagement of 
dramatic arts  
3. Students contribute effectively in the creative collaborative process  

(REQUIRED) What progress have you made in your PLO assessment? Please 
attach your schedule, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 
We have engaged in faculty discussions analyzing recent trends in enrollment, number of 
completions, placement of graduates in 4 year institutions and industry work, scheduling 
strategies, and we have been writing new and modifying old curriculum to further reach 
PLO’s. 

(REQUIRED) What have your completed assessments revealed about your 
courses or program? 
We are currently in a great deal of flux in program and events scheduling, and last year we 
added a new faculty member, and we are in the process of writing new curriculum. This has 
made it difficult to get a strong reading on developments in program assessment.  But, we 
continue to collect quantitative data on our majors and program, and majors engage in 
ongoing discussions about operations each semester. 

(REQUIRED) If issues or problems were identified, what is your plan for 
implementing change? 
We are looking more acutely into the number of students we serve and how many 
successfully transfer and work professionally.  Offering new curriculum, making strategic 
programming and scheduling choices, and raising awareness and promoting programming 
are immediate goals.  In the last year we have identified technical aspects of instruction and 
met students needs in that area. 

(REQUIRED) Based on your assessments, have you identified resource needs? 



 Equipment 
 Facilities 
 Classified Professionals 

Please provide any other comments. 
No answer specified 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Analysis Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Using the data dashboards, discuss how students are doing in your 
program. Please refer to indicators of success, retention, persistence, etc. 
Please see attached. 

(REQUIRED) How does your program help to prepare students for success 
beyond your classrooms? 
The dramatic arts, by nature, encourages students to explore and engage, making them 
more aware of their environment and improving self image.  We focus not only on the 
curriculum objectives, but on skills that are by-products of the curriculum objectives such as 
leadership skills, the ability to work collaboratively with colleagues, presentation skills, and 
the ability to communicate ideas and concepts both orally and in written form.  These are 
the elements that help to prepare students for success in life.   Whether preparing for 
transfer or to enter the work force, our graduates have a strong awareness of self, a clear 
sense of direction, and the tools they need to succeed in meeting their goals. 

(REQUIRED) Given your stated area(s) of focus in your program overview section, 
has your program introduced new or different actions that may have affected 
changes in these indicators? Please describe. 
Our stated areas of focus center on curriculum development and facilities.   
 
It is difficult to discern the effect new curriculum and program development will have on our 
retention, success, completion and GPA data.  We can make an educated assumption that 
as we continue to grow and strengthen the program, we will attract a wide variety of 
students.  Our discussion surrounding the gaps in retention and success would more than 
likely impact students enrolling in the newly developed curriculum, so those discussions 
slated for Spring 2019 will inform choices we make moving forward regarding recruitment, 
retention success, and completion. 
 
While it has always been a priority for the department to support all students in the 
program, we recognize that there may be certain pathways not yet explored that may 
available to students who have specific interests in the performing arts and digital 
storytelling fields.  Dramatic Arts plans to explore Guided Pathways opportunities across 
disciplines such as Multi-media, Fashion, and Communication.  Hopefully, these discussions 
will provide new and interesting opportunities for all departments. 
 
Our facility is 54 years old and the only remaining program space that was originally 
constructed when the college opened in 1964.  Music and Dramatic Arts are the only two 
programs to not have had any facility improvement in 54 years.  Our facility is an eye-sore 
and is inadequate for the development of a AA degree emphasis in Technical Theatre.  Our 
stage space is too small for a cast size over 12, we have no off stage storage space, no 
space to fly scenery and no way to each rigging, our dressing rooms are inadequate for the 
size of our casts, we do not have hot water for students to clean make-up and shower 



following a performance.  Our scenery lab space is too small for safely building scenery, and 
we have no space for a welding lab.  The costume lab, too, is much too small for the work 
done out of that lab.  There is not enough storage space for the stock scenery and 
costumes, and the stock is not in a controlled environment, the old buildings making the 
costume and scenery stock susceptible to dampness causing mold and the occasional rodent 
infestation.   
 
We do the best we can with what we have, but it seems obvious that we would draw more 
students with facilities that can compete with the rest of the campus, and facilities that 
meet the needs of today's arts industries expectations. 

(REQUIRED) Has your program introduced any new actions specifically focused 
on issues of equity? Please describe. 
Our strongest statement on equity is voiced through our production work.  This semester, 
we produced a Devised Project that involved all of our majors.  It was based on a prompt 
provided by the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival.  The prompt was 
"Entrance without papers is forbidden."  We asked our students to explore this theme by 
sharing their experiences and knowledge.  The result was three short one acts and three 
monologues exploring the issues of immigration, the plight of Dreamers, the challenges of 
being a political refugee, and fear that comes with being an undocumented worker 
today.  The stories and experiences that were the basis of the final performance pieces all 
challenged the inequity of the rule of law that is currently governing those trying to 
immigrate to the U.S.  Most of our students had some personal story to share based on 
either their own first hand experiences or the experiences of someone close to them  The 
final piece, entitled "We Are Neither From Here, Ne De Alla" addressed the purgatory 
established in the U.S. on the way to citizenship--you must denounce your former country, 
but the U.S. makes you wait, sometimes for years, to approve your request, or deny it and 
send you back to a country that no longer recognizes you as a citizen.   Talk backs following 
the performances reinforced the uncertainty everyone is feeling today--not really feeling like 
you belong to this country even if you were born here.  It was a provocative and powerful 
experience for our students that allowed them to share their stories of the equity and 
inequity while trying to figure out where they belong in today's U. S. 

(REQUIRED) Describe the trends in enrollment for your program. What changes 
might you foresee in the next 2-3 years? 
We are expecting to see larger numbers in the next couple of years.  We have done a lot of 
work in the last 2-3 years to re-define the program, strengthen curriculum, and develop 
new programs of study with new degrees and certificates. 

(REQUIRED) Are there any data sets that are not already provided in the 
dashboards that you could use to inform your program? 
While we realize this is not at this time, it would be helpful to have transfer information--we 
try to collect it, but most of our majors don't transfer for two or more years after completing 
the major classes and we sometimes loose track. 

(REQUIRED) In what ways can the college support your program in our effort to 
encourage major and career exploration early on in a student’s college 
experience? 
New facilities that don't scare students away.  Marketing to incoming students just letting 
them know we have a theatre and a program in dramatic arts--it is amazing how many 
students are not even aware of the existence of the arts on the campus.  The fact that we 
are isolated on one end of the campus away from the center of the college doesn't help 



either--campus tours for new students should include the theatre and music areas--inside 
the buildings, not just a walk by. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs/Services ONLY. 

Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs ONLY: Provide specific labor market information 
showing: 1) Number of jobs available or projected in San Diego County 2) 
Number of other institutions offering the program 3) How many Mesa students 
completed the program in the last three years 4) The pay rates for those in the 
industry (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.A) 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) For CTE Services ONLY: How are CTE students identified and 
tracked for service? (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.B) 
Enter "not applicable" if your service is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY: Upload the report from 
Launchboard that includes at least three (3) of the following Strong Workforce 
metrics for your BASELINE year. 
Please use the Cal-PASS Plus Launchboard Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 
 
Strong Workforce Program Metrics 
a. Number of Enrollments 
b. Number of students Who Got a Degree or Certificate 
c. Number of Students Who Transferred 
d. Percentage of Students Employed in Two Quarters After Exit 
e. Percentage of Students Employed in Four Quarters After Exit 
f. Median Earnings in Dollars Two Quarters After Exit 
g. Percentage of Students Who Achieved a Job Closely Related to Field of Study 
h. Percentage Change in Earrings 
i. Percentage Who Attended a Living Wage. 
 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/services is not CTE. 
No answer specified 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY Upload the report from the CCCO 
Perkins site for the College Aggregate Core Indicator Information by 6 digit TOP 
Code.  
Please use the Core Indicator Reports Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 



 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
No answer specified 



2018/2019 Goals for Dramatic Arts

Goal

Goal Mapping

Long Term Goal 1--Performing Arts
Facility
Performing Arts Facility
development of plans and
construction resources
Having a new Performing Arts
Center will impact the retention
and growth of current students; it
will create an environment in
which students can cultivate their
individual skills and hone their
craft according to modern
production standards; it will also
help to advance recruitment and
industrial awareness, attract new
audiences and help grow Mesa as
a center for arts and culture. The
new center should include a multi-
use theater with a fly loft, a
large, dedicated black box
performance space, and a digital
imaging studio to support the
Digital Storytelling Program. In
addition, the space should
include: acting classrooms, a
computer lab, scenic construction
lab, a paint frame, lighting and
sound lab, costume lab, laundry
facilities, dedicated dressing
rooms and large common area
make-up room, storage space for
costumes, props and scenery and
lighting equipment, faculty
offices, and a production office.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal
1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 2.2,
Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Critical Thinking, Global
Consciousness, Information Literacy

Short term Goal 1a--To develop an
ongoing process for high school
recruitment and general outreach
The goal is an ongoing process for
high school recruitment and
general outreach

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic
Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Global
Consciousness, Information Literacy

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
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As a Dramatic Arts program, our
goal is not only to increase our
student population, but to recruit
students who are knowledgeable
of the discipline, interested in
pursuing further education, and
will potentially be a long term
partner for the department and
college. High school drama
students are the perfect fit for our
program.

Short term Goal 1b--To
development an ongoing process
for audience development and
audience recruitment practices
The goal is develop audience
recruitment practices
As a performance based program,
it is important to provide an
audience for student productions.
Our goal to build our audience
base is two fold—first, to provide
students with an audience and
secondly, to build an audience
base and network for the
department and Mesa College.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal
2.3, Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 5.1,
Strategic Goal 6.1, Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Global
Consciousness, Information Literacy

Short Term Goal 2-- To create a
continuous process of updating
and revising curriculum to meet
student need.
The goal is to create a continuous
process of updating and revising
curriculum to meet student need.
Education is dynamic. Industry is
ever-changing. Our ongoing goal
to revise and update curriculum is
important to student learning and
the department’s direction.
Writing new curriculum and
fostering interest in new programs
allows us to expand our student’s
knowledge base. Creating/revising
Outcomes and Assessment
processes for all of our curriculum
helps guide our Program in
meeting student need.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.2,
Strategic Goal 6.1, Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Global Consciousness, Information Literacy,
Professional & Ethical Behavior

Short Term Goal 3a--Support CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
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student learning with classified
support
Goal is to increase part-time
classified staff position to full-
time
Our goal is to provide students
with skilled employees who have
the ability to lead and supervise
students during the learning
process, an indispensable
component of effective teaching
and learning. Classified staff
provide the ability to lead and
supervise students during the
learning process, an indispensable
component of effective teaching
and learning. A full time position
would provide added consistency
for all classes and have the
knowledge, attitude and skills
necessary to support faculty, staff,
and students throughout the
Program. In addition, this position
would enforce safety in the
theater and labs as well as
motivate students to maximize
time-on-task, and supervise all
student in their learning
activities.

and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic
Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.2,
Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 5.2,
Strategic Goal 6.1, Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical
Behavior

Short Term Goal 3b--Support
student learning with classified
support
Goal to create a full-time scenery
lab technician
Our goal is to provide students
with skilled employees who have
the ability to lead and supervise
students during the learning
process, an indispensable
component of effective teaching
and learning. Classified staff have
the knowledge, attitude and skills
necessary to establish the rules of
the lab and enforce safety and
appropriate actions and behavior,
motivate students to maximize
time-on-task, and supervise
student designers and technicians
in their learning activities. To
better support students in the

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic
Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.2,
Strategic Goal 5.2, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical
Behavior
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program, we are seeking to
replace a NANCE position with a
full-time lab technician who will
supervise the scenery and
properties labs.

Short Term Goal 3c--Support
student learning with classified
support
Goal is to create a part-time
lighting and sound lab technician
Our goal is to provide students
with skilled employees who have
the ability to lead and supervise
students during the learning
process, an indispensable
component of effective teaching
and learning. Classified staff have
the knowledge, attitude and skills
necessary to establish the rules of
the lab and enforce safety and
appropriate actions and behavior,
motivate students to maximize
time-on-task, and supervise
student designers and technicians
in their learning activities. To
better support students in the
program, we are seeking to
replace a NANCE position with
part-time classified lighting and
sound lab technician.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic
Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.2,
Strategic Goal 5.2, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical
Behavior

Short Term Goal 3d--Support
student learning with classified
support
Our goal is a full time clerical
assistant to support faculty, staff
and students
Our goal is to provide students
and faculty with a skilled
employees who can support
students during the learning
process. This position keeps the
department running smoothly.
From securing the rights to
produce a play to directly
supporting a student by providing
the proper form or communication,
this position will support faculty,
staff and students in office

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic
Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 5.2,
Strategic Goal 6.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical
Behavior
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related duties associated with the
5 productions and additional
events produced by the
Department annually.

Short Term Goal 4a--To provide
students with the best technical
tools to meet the needs of the
industry.
To provide students a learning
experience supported with the
latest lighting technology
Insure that students receive a
complete education with the
advanced equipment that is used
in the industry. This opportunity
will create an environment where
students can cultivate their
individual skills and hone their
craft according to modern
production standards. Additional
moving lights to supplement what
the department currently owns
will enable creativity and provide
technological instruction for
student designers and allow
technicians to work with the type
of equipment most commonly
found in venues today. We
received funding for two of these
instruments last year. Student
designers have used them in
every production since we
received them, and the ability to
utilize moving lights has
exponentially increased the
creative and technical skills of
student designers and
technicians. Having new
generation LED lighting
instruments is needed because
technology has changed in the
last 5 years.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 4.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Information Literacy

Short Term Goal 4b--To provide
students with the best technical
tools to meet the needs of the
industry
To provide students with the
necessary technical audio tools

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic
Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 4.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Critical Thinking, Information
Literacy
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Our goal to provide students with
the best training available, and an
actor who can act, sing, and
dance well is simply more likely to
be cast. As the department begins
to more thoroughly explore the
genre of Musical Theater the
acquisition of additional
microphones is necessary.
Upgrading our sound equipment
would better prepare students for
transfer to Universities that
support current technology or work
in the industry. New equipment
would provide support for student
innovation, creativity and
learning.
Purchase Q-lab software license, a
multimedia playback cue-based
software designed for theater and
live entertainment.

Short Term Goal 5a--Facilities
goals
Goal is to upgrade the sound
system correcting mistakes made
by previous vendor
Our goal is to provide our student
sound designers a clear
understanding of how sound works
and what design can bring to a
production. We do not currently
have the control in our system to
do this. When Southland installed
the sound system in the Apolliad,
they treated the space as an
auditorium rather than a theater.
We do not currently have the
ability to split the source of the
sound so that we can run cues
from speakers back stage and
others from behind the audience.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal
1.4, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 5.2,
Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Global Consciousness, Information Literacy,
Professional & Ethical Behavior

Short Term Goal 5b--Facilities CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
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goals
Our goal is safety related, to
upgrade the lighting system
(raceway and dimmers) in the
theatre (C-100)
To better support the safety and
success of our students., the
theatre raceway and dimmer units
should be replaced. They are
outdated, about a quarter of the
circuits are not working properly
and about 10% of the dimmers
need constant attention if they
work at all. The control board we
have would work much more
efficiently with digital dimmers,
and their is a safety factor in
having students work with an
outdated electrical system. (this
system is at least 26 years old).

and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.6, Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy

Short Term Goal 5c--Facilities
goals
Our goal is to better support the
safety and success of our
students by providing a clean, dry,
safe costume storage area
Costume storage: 
Costume stock location sawdust/
noise pollution. 
Dust/dirt seeps into
clothes/shoes. 
Exposure to outdoor elements
dampness causes mold/mildew. 
Temperature not regulated;
extreme heat and cold damages
fabric, leather; shortening the life
of the shoes and costumes.
No proper storage for finer
garments such as leather, fur.
Safety: 
Lack of proper ventilation:
students are breathing
mold/mildew; 
Rodent exposure: students are
breathing rodent droppings; 
Clothing can have mold/mildew
exposure that is non-visible,
students have contact with; 
No earthquake regulations; poles
could collapse; 

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.6, Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes
2016/17: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Information Literacy
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Lack of space: overcrowding of
beams and boxes ; clothing could
collapse, injuring a student.
Needs:
Temperature regulated space that
is sealed off from the elements
and outdoor air. 
Heavy-duty clothing racks securely
installed, made to withstand
weight.

Action Plans for Non CTE Programs (REQUIRED)

Actions

 2018/2019 Goals for Dramatic Arts

Goal

Goal: Long Term Goal 1--Performing Arts Facility

Performing Arts Facility development of plans and construction resources
Having a new Performing Arts Center will impact the retention and growth of current
students; it will create an environment in which students can cultivate their individual
skills and hone their craft according to modern production standards; it will also help to
advance recruitment and industrial awareness, attract new audiences and help grow
Mesa as a center for arts and culture. The new center should include a multi-use
theater with a fly loft, a large, dedicated black box performance space, and a digital
imaging studio to support the Digital Storytelling Program. In addition, the space
should include: acting classrooms, a computer lab, scenic construction lab, a paint
frame, lighting and sound lab, costume lab, laundry facilities, dedicated dressing rooms
and large common area make-up room, storage space for costumes, props and scenery
and lighting equipment, faculty offices, and a production office.

Action: Performing Arts Facility development of plans and construction resources  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Collaborative discussion between Performing
Arts Faculty, School of Language and Arts Dean,
District Architect, and VP of Administrative
Services to develop architect drawings, pursue
state and local funding, and develop a fund
raising and construction plan.

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
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Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Faculty and Dean of the School of Arts and
Languages

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Dependent on available resources.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Assessment will be conducted once the facility
is constructed.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

At present time, the only necessary resource is
faculty/Dean's time, research capabilities
(visiting other college's facilities).

Goal: Short term Goal 1a--To develop an ongoing process for high school recruitment and general
outreach

The goal is an ongoing process for high school recruitment and general outreach
As a Dramatic Arts program, our goal is not only to increase our student population,
but to recruit students who are knowledgeable of the discipline, interested in pursuing
further education, and will potentially be a long term partner for the department and
college. High school drama students are the perfect fit for our program.

Action: Recruitment for Program and supporting classes  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this

Develop a plan of marketing to increase
visibility of the Dramatic Arts Program both on
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objective: campus and in the community.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Kris Clark, George Ye, Matthew Morales

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2019-Spring 2020

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Surveying enrolled students to find out how
they heard about the classes. Surveying high
school students who attend Drama Day at
Mesa. Working with counselors to inform and
educate regarding department curriculum
offerings--measuring counselors knowledge.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Supplies, NANCE hours (existing), collaboration
with Outreach for swag, and funding for food
for HS Drama Day.

Goal: Short term Goal 1b--To development an ongoing process for audience development and
audience recruitment practices

The goal is develop audience recruitment practices
As a performance based program, it is important to provide an audience for student
productions. Our goal to build our audience base is two fold—first, to provide students
with an audience and secondly, to build an audience base and network for the
department and Mesa College.

Action: Audience recruitment  
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Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Establish a plan to build audiences and
increase awareness of theater productions both
on campus and in the community.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Kris Clark, George Ye, Matthew Morales

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2019-Spring 2020

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Surveying audiences to see how they learned
about the productions. Track ticket sales.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Some supply and NANCE hours (existing)

Goal: Short Term Goal 2-- To create a continuous process of updating and revising curriculum to
meet student need.

The goal is to create a continuous process of updating and revising curriculum to meet
student need.
Education is dynamic. Industry is ever-changing. Our ongoing goal to revise and update
curriculum is important to student learning and the department’s direction. Writing new
curriculum and fostering interest in new programs allows us to expand our student’s
knowledge base. Creating/revising Outcomes and Assessment processes for all of our
curriculum helps guide our Program in meeting student need.
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Action: Film program curriculum  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

A new faculty member was hired in Spring 2017
to facilitate curriculum creation for program.
Revising current curriculum to be the
foundation for the new program.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Kris Clark and George Ye, Jesse Keller

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2019-Spring 2020

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

We will develop a program assessment plan
that will evaluate the effectiveness of the
curriculum as developed for the program.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Curriculum approval and collaboration from City
College's RTVF department.

Action: Revise Program /Curriculum  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Activate courses, re-write curriculum, establish
a two year sequence of courses in technical
theater and acting and develop an Outcomes
and Assessment process for the courses.
Complete 6 year review.

Who will be responsible Kris Clark/George Ye/Jesse Keller
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for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2019-Spring 2020

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

We will assess the courses as part of our OA
process.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Support for student recruitment.

Goal: Short Term Goal 3a--Support student learning with classified support

Goal is to increase part-time classified staff position to full-time
Our goal is to provide students with skilled employees who have the ability to lead and
supervise students during the learning process, an indispensable component of
effective teaching and learning. Classified staff provide the ability to lead and
supervise students during the learning process, an indispensable component of
effective teaching and learning. A full time position would provide added consistency
for all classes and have the knowledge, attitude and skills necessary to support faculty,
staff, and students throughout the Program. In addition, this position would enforce
safety in the theater and labs as well as motivate students to maximize time-on-task,
and supervise all student in their learning activities.

Action: Increase Theater Technician to full time  
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Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Approval from Classified Hiring Committee for
position, funding, Board approval.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Dean of Arts and Languages, Program
Coordinator of Dramatic Arts, Dramatic Arts
Faculty.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If the increase is approved and funding is
allocated in Spring 2019, the position would
become full time as soon as possible.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Students and program faculty will be assessed
regarding additional services available to them
as the result of the increase in availability of
the position. The college at large will also be
assessed regarding the additional availability
of the position (making the Apolliad more
accessible to the general campus on a 12
month basis).

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Classified staff increase

Goal: Short Term Goal 3b--Support student learning with classified support

Goal to create a full-time scenery lab technician
Our goal is to provide students with skilled employees who have the ability to lead and
supervise students during the learning process, an indispensable component of
effective teaching and learning. Classified staff have the knowledge, attitude and skills
necessary to establish the rules of the lab and enforce safety and appropriate actions
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and behavior, motivate students to maximize time-on-task, and supervise student
designers and technicians in their learning activities. To better support students in the
program, we are seeking to replace a NANCE position with a full-time lab technician
who will supervise the scenery and properties labs.

Action: Full time Classified Position, Instructional Lab Technician  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Approval from Classified Hiring Committee for
position, funding, Board approval.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Dean of Arts and Languages, Program
Coordinator of Dramatic Arts, Dramatic Arts
Faculty.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If the increase is approved and funding is
allocated in Spring 2019, the position would go
out to hire Spring/Summer for Fall start.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Students and program faculty will be assessed
regarding additional services available to them
as the result of the increase in availability of
the position. The college at large will also be
assessed regarding the additional availability
of the position (making the Apolliad more
accessible to the general campus on a 12
month basis).

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Classified staff increase
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Goal: Short Term Goal 3c--Support student learning with classified support

Goal is to create a part-time lighting and sound lab technician
Our goal is to provide students with skilled employees who have the ability to lead and
supervise students during the learning process, an indispensable component of
effective teaching and learning. Classified staff have the knowledge, attitude and skills
necessary to establish the rules of the lab and enforce safety and appropriate actions
and behavior, motivate students to maximize time-on-task, and supervise student
designers and technicians in their learning activities. To better support students in the
program, we are seeking to replace a NANCE position with part-time classified lighting
and sound lab technician.

Action: Part-time (50%) lighting and sound lab technician  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Approval from Classified Hiring Committee for
position, funding, Board approval.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Dean of Arts and Languages, Program
Coordinator of Dramatic Arts, Dramatic Arts
Faculty.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If the increase is approved and funding is
allocated in Spring 2019, the position would go
out to hire Spring/Summer for Fall start.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Students and program faculty will be assessed
regarding additional services available to them
as the result of the increase in availability of
the position. The college at large will also be
assessed regarding the additional availability
of the position (making the Apolliad more
accessible to the general campus on a 12
month basis)

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,

Classified staff increase
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Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Goal: Short Term Goal 3d--Support student learning with classified support

Our goal is a full time clerical assistant to support faculty, staff and students
Our goal is to provide students and faculty with a skilled employees who can support
students during the learning process. This position keeps the department running
smoothly. From securing the rights to produce a play to directly supporting a student by
providing the proper form or communication, this position will support faculty, staff and
students in office related duties associated with the 5 productions and additional
events produced by the Department annually.

Action: 100% Classified Position, Clerical Assistant  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Approval from Classified Hiring Committee for
position, funding, Board approval.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Dean of Arts and Languages, Program
Coordinator of Dramatic Arts, Dramatic Arts
Faculty.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If the increase is approved and funding is
allocated in Spring 2019, the position would go
out to hire Spring/Summer for Fall start.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Students and program faculty will be assessed
regarding additional services available to them
as the result of the increase in availability of
the position. The college at large will also be
assessed regarding the additional availability
of the position (making the Apolliad more
accessible to the general campus on a 12
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month basis).

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Classified staff increase

Goal: Short Term Goal 4a--To provide students with the best technical tools to meet the needs of
the industry.

To provide students a learning experience supported with the latest lighting technology
Insure that students receive a complete education with the advanced equipment that
is used in the industry. This opportunity will create an environment where students can
cultivate their individual skills and hone their craft according to modern production
standards. Additional moving lights to supplement what the department currently owns
will enable creativity and provide technological instruction for student designers and
allow technicians to work with the type of equipment most commonly found in venues
today. We received funding for two of these instruments last year. Student designers
have used them in every production since we received them, and the ability to utilize
moving lights has exponentially increased the creative and technical skills of student
designers and technicians. Having new generation LED lighting instruments is needed
because technology has changed in the last 5 years.

Action: Intelligent Lighting Equipment purchase  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Funding from BARC

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Chris Renda, Kris Clark, George Ye
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Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If funding is provided in Spring 18, equipment
will be added to stock in Fall 18.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Assessment of the equipment will be part of
the ongoing OA assessment for the
Department.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

See attachments in the BARC requests.

Goal: Short Term Goal 4b--To provide students with the best technical tools to meet the needs of
the industry

To provide students with the necessary technical audio tools
Our goal to provide students with the best training available, and an actor who can
act, sing, and dance well is simply more likely to be cast. As the department begins to
more thoroughly explore the genre of Musical Theater the acquisition of additional
microphones is necessary. Upgrading our sound equipment would better prepare
students for transfer to Universities that support current technology or work in the
industry. New equipment would provide support for student innovation, creativity and
learning.
Purchase Q-lab software license, a multimedia playback cue-based software designed
for theater and live entertainment.

Action: Equipment--Audio Lab  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this

Funding from BARC to purchase equipment
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objective:

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

George Ye

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

If funded in Spring 19, equipment could be
installed by the end of the semester.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Equipment will be assessed as part of the
program's OA assessment process with
technology and critical thinking as the focus.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

See attachments in the BARC request.

Goal: Short Term Goal 5a--Facilities goals

Goal is to upgrade the sound system correcting mistakes made by previous vendor
Our goal is to provide our student sound designers a clear understanding of how sound
works and what design can bring to a production. We do not currently have the control
in our system to do this. When Southland installed the sound system in the Apolliad,
they treated the space as an auditorium rather than a theater. We do not currently
have the ability to split the source of the sound so that we can run cues from speakers
back stage and others from behind the audience.

Action: Upgrade Sound System in the Apolliad  
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Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Add sound equipment to the existing system,
amplifiers, speakers, digital switching
capability.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

George Ye

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

End of Fall 2019

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The assessment plan would include direct
interaction with student sound designers and
board operators, response from a 3rd party
evaluator, and student response to how
successfully additional control of the sound
impacts production.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

amplifiers, speakers, switching unit

Goal: Short Term Goal 5b--Facilities goals

Our goal is safety related, to upgrade the lighting system (raceway and dimmers) in
the theatre (C-100)
To better support the safety and success of our students., the theatre raceway and
dimmer units should be replaced. They are outdated, about a quarter of the circuits are
not working properly and about 10% of the dimmers need constant attention if they
work at all. The control board we have would work much more efficiently with digital
dimmers, and their is a safety factor in having students work with an outdated
electrical system. (this system is at least 26 years old).
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Action: Upgrade the lighting system in the theater-C-100  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Removal and replacement of all electrical
raceway in the theater. Removal and
replacement of all dimmers in the theater.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Chris Renda, Kris Clark, George Ye

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Completion over Summer 2019, if funded.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Assessment will be incorporated into the
assessment for courses that utilize the space
for lighting design and implementation. Issue
of concern is student safety as many of the
circuits are not functioning properly.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Purchase and installation of raceway and
dimmers.

Goal: Short Term Goal 5c--Facilities goals

Our goal is to better support the safety and success of our students by providing a
clean, dry, safe costume storage area
Costume storage: 
Costume stock location sawdust/ noise pollution. 
Dust/dirt seeps into clothes/shoes. 
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Exposure to outdoor elements dampness causes mold/mildew. 
Temperature not regulated; extreme heat and cold damages fabric, leather; shortening
the life of the shoes and costumes.
No proper storage for finer garments such as leather, fur.
Safety: 
Lack of proper ventilation: students are breathing mold/mildew; 
Rodent exposure: students are breathing rodent droppings; 
Clothing can have mold/mildew exposure that is non-visible, students have contact
with; 
No earthquake regulations; poles could collapse; 
Lack of space: overcrowding of beams and boxes ; clothing could collapse, injuring a
student.
Needs:
Temperature regulated space that is sealed off from the elements and outdoor air. 
Heavy-duty clothing racks securely installed, made to withstand weight.

Action: Renovate Costume Storage  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective:

Facility renovation. The space needs to be
sealed, and then better supported racks for
hanging clothing, storage shelves, etc.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Facilities, Danita Woo, Kris Clark, George Ye,
Chris Renda.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Summer 2019

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The renovation will be assessed as part of the
ongoing OA process for the department.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Facilities would have to provide support for this
project.
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Supporting Attachments:

Costume_Storage_Problems.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document) (See
appendix)

 Project Plan for CTE Programs Only (REQUIRED)

 Closing the Loop (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Closing the Loop (See appendix)
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Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Closing the Loop" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Dramatic Arts 

(REQUIRED) Which one(s) of the following were received in past year? 

 BARC 
 Faculty 

(REQUIRED) How have these resources benefited your program and your 
students? 
In the Spring of 2018 Jesse Keller was hired as a full-time faculty member in the Drama 
program.  He possesses knowledge in theatre production, as well as in digital storytelling 
and performance.  He’s been stalwart, proficient, and patient throughout this endeavor 
keeping moral high and student interest strong.  He reinvigorated the DRAM 150/151 
courses with his unique approach and training, and he co-wrote the current outcomes for 
DRAM 119, Acting for the Camera.  He researched and aided in the design of the 
department's new computer lab in B109 , and he helped procure proper and necessary 
equipment for current and future courses in digital performance production. It is imperative 
drama students embrace and learn aspects of video production, and projection technologies 
in order to compete in this discipline.  To this end, Jesse authored 6 new courses required to 
meet student needs.  Unfortunately, the curriculum was met with stern opposition from City 
College's RTVF department.  Jesse has been collegial and gracious in his exchanges with 
City as he works to modify and revise the curriculum for the department's program in 
Digital Storytelling. Jesse has also been faculty adviser for the Mesa Film Club and he has 
provided them with guidance and workshops throughout the year. During the summer of 
2018 Jesse hired a number of Mesa students to work on an independent film set exposing 
them to a professional environment. Jesse Keller has been teaching students the skills 
necessary to create and deliver video reels, or digital resumes for increased success in live 
and filmed performing arts.   The expansion of drama into his area of expertise is still in 
process, and Jesse enthusiasm for the mission of the entire program is evident and 
encouraging. In the coming year he will represent Dramatic Arts in Mesa's Academic Senate 
and take over as DOC managing the Outcomes and Assessment for the department.   
 
Last year, the Department received funding for: 
Computer lab equipment 
Film equipment 
Moving lights 
Dress forms 
Drills and a router 
Audio lab equipment 
 
Dramatic Arts is enormously appreciative of the support of the College.  The new computer 
lab has had an enormous impact on what and how we teach students.  Having the lab 
makes teaching digital storytelling related courses possible, but it also has had a huge 
impact on the technical theatre and design courses providing training in editing, drafting 
and drawing that will serve our students as they transfer and/or seek employment in the 



workforce.  The lab is the greatest addition to the department in 20 years, changing the 
way we communicate information and providing the opportunity for students to develop 
skills they will use over a lifetime. 
 
The film equipment that was funded has allowed us to begin teaching digital storytelling in 
earnest.  With the addition of cameras, tri-pods, and related accessories, students can now 
be seen on campus creating their own work for use on audition reels, as projection 
components of live theatre productions, and as short films that focus on the creative 
storytelling.  Students are learning skills that will allow them to bring their creative ideas to 
completion and provide experiences that require teamwork and collaboration.  We are very 
excited about the potential for this program, and the equipment received allowed the 
department to see the potential for this program. 
 
The moving lights have had a huge impact in the 6 months we have owned them.  Students 
are excited to see moving lights used in our facility, and the student designers for the last 
two shows have learned not only how to use the equipment, but the availability of the 
equipment has allowed them to create in ways never before possible.  In "Peter and the 
Starcatcher," the designer was able to effect looks never before possible without the 
movers.  In a few short months, they have become the mainstay of our lighting system. 
 
The addition of the dress forms to the costume lab will allow students to work more 
effectively and efficiently when building and altering costumes.  The two shows this 
semester were not big build shows, so the forms have not been heavily used as of yet, but 
they are foundational equipment for any costume lab. 
 
The drills and router were replacement equipment.  We are now back to full capacity in our 
scenery lab with equipment that is new and functioning.  Students succeed because the 
equipment is available to them. 
 
Audio equipment included new wireless mics and a new sound board in addition to 
accessory equipment.  We would not have been able to do "Peter and the Starcatcher" 
without the equipment.  As we look to expand the department, offer courses in Musical 
Theatre, and occasionally produce a musical, the addition of this equipment provides 
student actors the support they need to project their singing voices and allows student 
designers and board operators the opportunity to live mix actor voices.  As musical theatre 
comprises about 70% of employment in the legitimate theatre, this equipment definitely 
serves students by training actors in the use of wireless mics and designers/techs in the use 
and control of the board and mics. 



Request Forms

 BARC & Facilities Requests

 Classified Position Request

 Faculty Position Request
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Reviewers

 Liaison's Review

Form: Instructional Program Liaison's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)

 Manager's Review

Form: Instructional Program Manager's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
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Appendix

A. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Program Overview Section (Form)

B. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Curriculum Section (Form)

C. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Outcomes and Assessment Section (Form)

D. Drama course list assess sched.docx (Word Document
(Open XML))

E. Outcomes and Assessment (2).pdf (Adobe Acrobat
Document)

F. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Program Analysis Section (Form)

G. Data doc 1.docx (Word Document (Open XML))
H. 638291 ION%2c WING%2c NOMAD.pdf (Adobe Acrobat

Document)
I. Costume Storage Problems (Adobe Acrobat Document)
J. Costume_Storage_Problems.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
K. Scoops (Osram works) and Cyc lights (Adobe Acrobat

Document)
L. Student Survey (Word Document (Open XML))
M. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional

Closing the Loop (Form)
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Page 1 
As of 12/09/2015 

SURVEYING INTEREST IN FILM/VIDEO AT MESA 

What are the students currently enrolled? 

DRAM100 DRAM105 DRAM119 DRAM122 DRAM132 DRAM133 DRAM200 DRAM268 
33 60 17 5 38 9 9  
 

Would the students be interested in film/video focused artistic/drama rather than commercial genre? 

Yes No 
107 29 
 

Are the students interested in an AA degree, Certificate of Achievement, or both?  

Associates Degree Certificate  Both 
23 12 73 
 

If there was a program, what might you expect? 

o More experience with technique, work with many experience people and watch their skills and 
learn from them 

o I like doing singing and acting 
o Similar to Theatre Company (production and acting on both sides of the camera) 
o I would like to learn more about the film industry and learn what auditioning for film is like 
o I would expect to be rich experience of awesomeness 
o I would like to see a lot more opportunity to produce student films 
o To be able to gain experience and knowledge in movement, element, and industry of amore 

work? 
o TV/Camera work; film work 
o Learning camera angles 
o Camera work and profession 
o Study, learn, research, and explore  
o To be taught by experienced professors 
o A more in depth look of camera work, behind the scenes work. Learning in general etiquette for 

the being in a filming environment. A taste for the various audition types (i.e. monologues, cold 
reads, filmed cold reads) 

o I would want to be in the next Shrek movie by the time the program is done 
o I would like to learn the difference between  acting for stage TV 
o Digital media proficiency. How to use a mac pro. Home video effects. Youtube. All that 

independent creative stuff 
o Explain the difference between stage and film/tv, practice cold reading, auditioning for tv/film. 

Talk about lingo (like CD = casting director), show different shooting types (medium shot, full 
shot) talk about the business aspect and talk about your “type” in the industry 

o Focus on direction and forms of design 
o Tutorials and movie making 
o Experience, social, helpful. 
o I want to be a star 



Page 2 
As of 12/09/2015 

o I would expect to learn the basics of films (production, filming, editing) 
o Prepare for transfer into 4-year-degree 
o Interesting plays, and more changes to perform on stage 
o I am looking for looking for something more focused on artistic/drama 
o No expectations 
o I want to be professional, creative, and fun 
o Well directed, leaderships needed 
o Easy class with interesting material. Mostly watching and analyzing film/video 
o I am a drama major so I would expect the course to revolve around the recessilities(?) of film and 

video production such as how to create a film and acting for film and camera 
o The ability to expand into more dramatic venues be able to practice and the art 
o As an actor, I would expect more leave with a number ???, and experience relevant to a resume, 

including voice, commercial, audition, script analysis, interview, acting, and general production 
experience, also, practice, practice, practice 

o Learning how to create professional video, or learn how to speak to a camera w/o anxiety 
o A semi difficult class that looks at all angle/ideas of particular show/movie 
o Analyze popular/successful film and be able to incorporate those elements into one’s acting; 

acting in front of a camera; and practice for film 
o To learn more about film and video editing 
o Major UC/State schools offer video production/film schools. Mesa doesn’t. It would benefit both 

those who indent to transfer and those who can’t afford high tuition costs if mesa also offered a 
film program, or at least the classes that city does. 

o A focus on the actors process and how it translates to film 
o Equipment necessary for student films teaching skills on film acting 
o Good equipment—camera lights, etc. 
o Up to date equipment 
o A friendly environment where I can learn and have fun 
o Good experience, learning anything, experimenting 
o A program that offers more of an extensive use of the teacher’s skillset would be amazing. There 

are so many amazing artistic brains that are restricted to a curriculum that isn’t static due to other 
classes and equipment artistically based in depth so they’re talents are restricted. Also, a more 
focused class/prog would weed out any lazidazicals. / Certificates would also be awesome for 
students here looking to up their skill set for hire. / Teaching more specific, isolated and focused 
classes would really benefit this institution. 

o Producing film and video, learning the art, skills revived 
o Since it is a film class, I think there should be auditioning for roles for an experience. Also, just 

like Drama 119 (acting for TV and film.) 
o I would want this program to be treated in a similar format to an art class. Explore film styles, 

angles, colors, etc. Also, a transferable program to Cal State. 
o Improve acting skills, more experiences, stay on stage 
o I’m not sure 
o Learning the ins and outs of producing and acting in videos 
o I expect more knowledge and oppurnitities being opened for upcoming actors that want to pursue 

that field 
o Basics, how it works, and how it differs from theatre 
o Film acting, editing, producing, and directing 
o To study film and to focus on the main elements of film 



Page 3 
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o To learn another form of acting  
o I would like to gain experience fir acting on film or directing. I would also want to become a 

better actor 
o I am more interested in behind the scenes work such as film producing/ behind the camera works 
o I expect to learn everything about film. I think that would really help us gain more experience 

with the dramatics acts 
o Studying films (multiple) seeing different cinematic/dramatic acting techniques/ 
o More focus on pre-production involvement in all aspect of film 
o That there is a class for students who wanted to direct film instead of acting in film/TV 
o To learn the going on of making and producing film and television shows including the various 

productions roles who wanted to direct film instead of acting in film/TV 
o To learn the going on of making and producing film and television shows including the various 

productions roles 
o Plenty of on hand experience less theory more practice 
o Focus on how to act differently for camera rather than an on stage 
o Going in depth in behind the scenes stuff like directing, producing, and screenwriting 
o Collaboration with the new film commission office, internship opportunities  
o Learn about different aspects of filmmaking. 
o Tutorials of movie making 
o Experience, social helpful 
o I expect to learn the basics (filmmaking, production, editing) 
o Prepare for transfer into a film 4-year-degree 
o Interesting plays and more changes to perform on stage 
o My only concern would be how similar would this class be to City’s program? I would be 

interested. 
o More practicing in from of a video camera, classes on directing, and classes on everything about 

the silver screen. 
o Learn different styles of film, all of its important aspects, and hands on learning/exercises to 

experience it all 
o The process of shoot a film, of commercial learning the techniques on screen 
o To show the basics of how films are made, how different sets are made, as well as being prone to 

multiple takes, different styles of acting, and how to write screen plays 
o That we get to film mini-movies to show at a film festival. (final or big project) or most of all 

learn to be a director or producer. Learn to make movies 
o Acting directing and editing 
o I would expect the program to help (student) create artist for film drama in general 



Costume	Storage	Problems:	
- Health	concerns:	

o Mold/mildew/dampness	
o Rodent	exposure	

- Impossible	to	keep	items	clean	leads	to	a	waste	of	resources:	
o Costume	stock	is	in	back	of	the	scene	shop	–	sawdust/	noise	pollution.	
o Dirt/dust	seeps	in	to	the	stock	room.	
o Stock	is	exposed	to	prop	storage	directly	above.		Dust/dirt	seeps	down	and	settles	on	

clothes/shoes.	
o Exposure	to	outdoor	elements	–	dampness	causes	mold/mildew	to	accumulate	on	

clothes,	ruining	them.	
o Cigarette	smoke	(lingers	in	the	costumes);	unsafe	for	students	to	have	to	breathe	while	

in	stock.	
o Not	temperature	regulated;	extreme	heat	and	cold	damages	fabric,	leather;	significantly	

shortening	the	life	of	the	shoes	and	costumes.			
o No	way	to	properly	store	finer	garments	such	as	leather,	fur.	

- Safety	concerns:	
o Lack	of	proper	ventilation:	students	are	breathing	mold/mildew	
o Rodent	exposure:	students	are	breathing	rodent	droppings	
o Clothing	can	have	mold/mildew	exposure	that	is	non-visible,	students	have	contact	with	

this	clothing	against	their	skin;	allergies,	asthma,	bacteria.		
o No	earthquake	regulations;	poles	could	collapse	
o Improper	rigging	of	support	beams	
o Lack	of	space:	overcrowding	of	beams	and	boxes	causes	additional	weight	on	

improperly	supported	poles/clothing	racks;	clothing	could	collapse,	injuring	a	student.	
	
Need:	

- Temperature	regulated	space	that	is	sealed	off	from	the	elements	and	outdoor	air	so	clothing	
isn’t	exposed	to	mold,	mildew,	rodents,	extreme	temperature,	cigarette	smoke,	etc.	

- Larger	area	for	storage	so	clothing	doesn’t	have	to	be	so	cramped,	which	would	help	prevent	
weight/storage	problems.		

- Heavy-duty	clothing	racks	securely	installed,	made	to	withstand	weight.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
					
	

Costume	Storage	is	located	inside	the	scene	shop.		This	is	the	only	access	way	to	storage.		This	leads	to	
an	accumulation	of	sawdust,	dirt,	etc.	that	spills	over	from	the	scene	shop.			

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Sawdust	accumulation	on	floor	of	costume	storage.	
	
	
The	top/roof	of	the	Costume	Storage	is	open	to	the	Props	Storage	area,	which	is	situated	directly	above	the	costume	
storage.		This	also	leads	to	an	accumulation	of	dust,	debris,	which	settles	on	the	shoes	and	clothing.			



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Support	beams	are	punched	through	the	walls,	exposing	the	inner	structure	of	the	walls,	
allowing	rodent/pest	access.	
	
	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rat	droppings	on	the	floor	of	costume		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 storage.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
				
	
	
					
	

	
	
	

Clothing	is	held	on	poles	which	are	supported	by	wire	and	U-bolts;	this	is	not	strong	enough	to	support	
the	weight	of	the	costumes.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Pole	is	bending	due	to	the	weight	of	the	costumes;	potential	severe	injury	risk	if	pole	were	to	collapse.		



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  College  Department 

Success  72%  78% 

  African American  62%  68% 

  Latinx  67%  76% 

Retention     

  African American  83%  85% 

  Latinx  85%  87% 

Program GPA    3.13 (4,630 enrollments) 

  African American  2.35  2.77 (383 enrollments) 

  Latinx  2.51  3.05 (1,503 enrollments) 

Looking at our AA degree completion numbers, we align with the College 

for 18‐24 year old population, have a much lower ratio in the 25‐29 year 

old category, and a much higher ratio for students over the age of 30.  This 

would indicate that we get an average share of students out of high school, 

but a greater share of older students who are returning or retraining. 

In terms of gender, we carry a higher ratio of women to men than the 

college, not uncommon in our field. 

Ethnically, our majors are almost 60% white which is well above the 

college’s rate of just under 40%.  We are slightly above the college’s rate for 

Asian/Pacific Islander, and while 25% of our graduates are Latinx, that is 

about 10% under the college’s rate.  And, it seems we have no African 

American graduates, and this is of concern as we do have African American 

students in the program.   

It could be surmised that the African American students completing the 

program plan to transfer without competing the AA degree.  In fact, our 

degree numbers are low because probably half of our majors do not 

complete a degree but do transfer.  However, no evidence of this exists, 

and it is a discussion that should be brought to the department. 

By the numbers, Mesa Drama is meeting or exceeding the College’s average, although not always the College’s 

goals for improvement, as will be explained below.  Success and retention rates for the department well exceed 

the college’s goals over time, however, looking at specific populations over the last couple of years, we 

recognize that we have some gaps worth examining.  The tables below will identify those gaps and provide 

material for discussion in the coming semester.



 

 

 

Our success rate for both genders is at 78%, higher the college’s success rate for males by 8 points and females by 5 points.  

While this is positive, it might also prompt departmental discussion as to why our success rate is on average 6‐7 points higher 

than the colleges. When you look at our success rate by ethnicity, we differ from the college’s success rate by less than 2% for 

most categories.  The exception to this is a 5% point deficit in successful completion with Asian students and a 9% increase in 

Pacific Islander students.  The reasons for these larger shifts are unknown at this time, but could be a matter of enrollment 

numbers especially when viewing the Pacific Islander category.  The age category is especially interesting if we reflect back to 

enrollment numbers.  While our enrollment is older, it also seems our older students struggle more with success rates.  Again, 

something for the department to reflect on as we move forward.



 

 

Enrollment statistics show there is room for improvement in our department.  We do fall short of the College’s numbers in 

FTES/FTEF and WSCH/FTEF; however, we are consistent in our numbers.  Part of the reason for this may be that the 

department has been in re‐development for the last 4 years.  We had a retirement 9.5 years, and as a result of a hiring 

freeze, that left one full‐time faculty for 5 years before we were able to replace that faculty member.  A year ago we hired a 

third faculty to develop a new program within the department.  As a result, the department has been in flux for the last 

decade.  We now have specific direction, and are working towards growth, however still are experiencing challenges in 

curriculum and program development that continue to impede enrollment.   



 

 

 

These graphs specifically look the success rate for at African‐American and Latinx populations in the Drama Department.  The 

graphs are erratic showing no specific progression.  For African‐American males, there is a abnormal spike for Spring 2017, but if 

you remove that spike, the progression for African‐American males is actually negative.  A similar abnormal spike for African‐

American females took place in Fall 2017, but with removal of that downward spike, we see upward progression in this 

category.  For Latinos, we see an overall progression of improvement.  For Latinas, again we see an odd spike in Fall 17, but if we 

discount that spike, we see a steadier progression.  In the Latinx population, we are at or above the College’s success rate goal.  

For African‐American populations, our students are under‐performing based on the College’s goal.  It is worth noting that the 

success rates established are across the college for all ethnicities, but the department would like to explore areas where it is 

under performing, so discussion of this data is essential. 



 

 

 

 

These graphs specifically look the retention rate for at African‐American and Latinx populations in the Drama Department.  The 

graphs for the African‐American population tend to be more erratic showing no specific progression.  For African‐American males, 

there is a abnormal spike for Spring 2017 mirroring the spike in success rates, but if you remove that spike, the progression for 

African‐American males is relatively steady in the last couple of years.  The data for African‐American females in the last two years 

shows inconsistency with higher retention rates in spring semesters and lower in fall.  For Latinos, we again see inconsistencies, but 

on a smaller scale while Latina students show a much steadier progression.  In both the African‐American and Latinx population, we 

are at or above the College’s success rate goal.  The discussion for retention should also relate to success rates.  Keeping the 

students enrolled should not be the goal, helping students who are enrolled to successfully complete should be the goal. 



San Diego Mesa College DRAMATIC ARTS 

Six Year Cycle 

2016‐2017    2017‐2018  2018‐2019 

2019‐2020    2020‐2021  2021‐2021 

Current list on TASKSTREAM            Semester assessed 

1. 100A  Fundamental of Performance and Production I    Fall 2017 

2. 100B  Fundamental of Performance and Production II    Spring 2018  (flip) 

3. 104A  Theatre Company Performance I      Fall 2018 

4. 104B  Theatre Company Performance II      spring 2018 

5. 106  Acting for Radio/Voice over        spring 2019 

6. 109  Theatre and Social Issues        Canceled twice – Fall 2017 & Spring 2018 

7. 112  Script Analysis            Fall 2017 

8. 119  Acting for Film and Television        Spring 2018 

9. 123  Beginning Stage Craft          Not offered yet 

10. 124  Make up for the Stage          Spring 2018 

11. 129A  Beginning Scene Painting        Not offered yet 

12. 132  Beginning Acting          Fall 2017 

13. 133  Intermediate Acting          Spring 2017 

14. 134  Beginning Voice for Actors        Fall 2017 

15. 143  Beginning Costuming          Not offered yet 

16. 165  Introduction to Stage Movement      Fall 2018  

17. 200A  Fundamental of Performance and Production III   Fall 2017    

18. 200B  Fundamental of Performance and Production IV  Fall 2018 

19. 204A  Theatre Company Performance III      Fall 2018 

20. 204B  Theatre Company Performance IV      Spring 2019 

21. 235  Literature to Life – A scene Study Course    Spring 2019 

22. 260A  Spanish One Act Production and Performance I    Not offered since 6 year plan 

23. 260B  Spanish One Act Production and Performance II    Not offered since 6 year plan 

24. 268  Experimental Theatre          TBA 

25. 105  Introduction to Dramatic Arts        Spring 2017/Fall 2017 

26. 150  Cinema as Art and Communication I      Fall 2018 

27. 151  Cinema as Art and Communication II      Spring 2019 

Missing classes that need to be added to TASKSTREAM for assessment input 

70 Digital Video Production for the Dramatic Arts      FALL 2018 assessment canceled    

71 Digital Video Production for the Dramatic Arts II       FALL 2018 assessment canceled 

127 Sound for Theatre             (not listed yet) 

136  History of Canonized Western Theatre History      offered Fall 2018, but cancelled.  

137   History of Canonized Western Theatre History      offered Spring 2019, tentative assessment  

268 Experimental Theatre            Randomly offered depending on programming    

290 Independent Study             

(Other soon to be activated Film classes).   
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